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‘ 1 PEDESTAL MODULATOR 

" fTseeE-T‘Pakehexecute» San Diego, Calif- , 

Application January'19, '1_9516,‘-"Serial No. 560,267; ‘ 
f ?cléim'é- _ (‘dial-$1)? ' s 

‘ (Granted-=uniler‘5Title 35, v'U.S.'--C'oiie (1952), see. 266) > 

j‘ ‘ nventiorijmaylbe manufactured 
and" used by ‘or for the Government of ‘the United ,States 

any royalties thereon or therefor. 

pa arlyftojal‘pedestal‘,rno'dulator' capable of driving a 
> nziagii'etron‘to'produce’very short pulses‘ ‘of RF energy.. 

The problem of producing in high powered magnetron 
applications short pulseswof duration of less than .1 micro 
second has in the past ‘generally been resolved by theuse 
of hard Ttube modulator techniquesMThese hard tube._ 
modulators‘,liayé manylf'advanta'ges , such ‘as being capable 
of operating into magnetronsj with a wide range of1v im-_ 
pedance mismatch ‘yet stilli‘fo‘rming' good rectangular 
pulses. The pulse ,durationcan be, changed readily by 
changingtlow voltage’components.‘ ' The hard tube modu 
latoralso .candproduceseries of‘ short pulses; with‘very, 

cinge The h‘ardftube modulation, while‘ in many 

agetobeapplied ,to, the magnetron‘oscillatorh Also, large 
transmitting type vacuum’tubes‘must be used‘ to' pass the 

laie “of ‘San Diego, Calif., by‘ 

, rica, forgovernmentalf‘purposes ‘without the pay-‘ 

nvention'relat‘e‘s‘ ft‘o ‘ pedestal modulators, and more i 

H . f'quite’i?ejxible requires a high‘ ‘foverhead”; i.e.,;_3 
tlie‘plat‘e power‘supply voltage must exceed the ‘peak volt 
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former. 'Also the problem of saturation in the outerilaim'w 
nations with magnetic ?ux barely penetrating tolthe'inner-j 
most laminations restrict the upper power level as well‘ as 
the upper pass band frequency. For theselreasonpsl the 
upper practical limit for pulse transformer operation at 

‘ medium and high power has been ,for pulse durations“ 
‘greater than approximately _.1 microsecond. 

Consider next thelcase where the pulse forming: network~ 
is allowed tov discharge directly into the magnetron, this 
procedure eliminating the lossy. pulse‘trans‘forme‘r. For 

I conditions of impedance match, which ‘case will cause the, 
' transfer of energy stored in‘ the pulse forming network ‘to; 

the magnetron load in asin‘gle rectangular pulse; the volt 
age developed across the load will be 

a 
2 

This reouires that the network be charged to a voltage‘. 
twice‘as high asrequired for full power level in‘ the mag 
netron. Thus, a magnetron requiring 22 kvrpulse the 

5“: pulse forming network must be charged to 44 kv.: 
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pea yaluerof lcurrentydrawn ‘by the magnetron during'its . " 
pul 

du_e_'to plate fpo‘werfdis's’ipated in ‘the keyer‘ltubes in pass 
ingfla‘rge pulses ofcurren‘t; ‘ ‘ ‘ r‘ l ‘ ' v 

"'Witlith‘e conventional line type_pulse'r the pulse?dura 

, n being the-round trip time ofrtiravel of ‘a voltage 
wavelirnpressed upon thenetwork; In_this function'the 
pulseformingnetwork ‘can b'eeither a ‘real or an ‘arti?cial 
tfa'nsmissiomlineQ The pulse ‘developed by ‘the two way 
tim‘ of travel vin 'the'transmission line serving as pulse 
H . rn'gnejtwo'rkis ‘coupledby'means o'f avolta'ge step, 

up,’ transformer” to :the magnetro'nfload.“ 'For‘ the“ ‘very 
short pulse ‘case, however,‘ the’pulse applied to thejmag-_ ‘ 

for 

ga “agains' widepbandwidthj. ‘The ‘larger 
' cor Sizes aii wire ns'izres‘jan'd the heavier interlayer insu? 
latio'n cause “an increased leakage reactance as well as in 
creasedt‘rdielectric losses both of-mwhich factors reduce the 
elfe'cti've frequency‘ pass band~charactéristics of the "trans- 

_ , These ‘two factors alone ‘require, that ‘the "hard; 
tube'fmodulator be rathertbulky in spaceand inei?cient 

is established in thegpulse forming network, this pulse"; 

‘ High powered magnetrons present a special problem in 
the formation of-short pulses. Consider, for ‘example, the 
4150 magnetron which requires" that therrate ‘of rise of 
voltage at the 80% point'offthe voltage pulse not exceed 

, llOTkv. per'trnicro'second. Should the voltage‘ pulse tov 
" this magnetron exceed this rate of rise, there is a marked, 
tendency for the electron cloud not toforrn in the 1r-rnode, 
the preferred mode of operation, this‘ causing‘the dynamic 
impedance of the magnetron, tobe improperly high. The 

. ,, endpresrult occasioned by a too rapidly applied voltage pulse‘ 
‘ tola‘high powered magnetron Will be that of themagne-j 
tronrfailing to establish bscill'ation‘ingits “qr-mode.‘ Witlif 
the line'vtyp'e pulser this ‘causes the voltage to ‘risé'tofa. 
Value considerably greater "than1 normal, since thevmag 

, netro'n' willeither be operating "as a' diodeforwill be car-f: 
ried’to a cutoff condition.‘ If the magnetron fails topper-f 
ate“ inlits ' proper 'modqand'th‘us takeipowe'r from ,the' 
pulser,‘ the ‘pulse voltagepapplied to‘the magnetron "will? 
approach‘twice the normal operating value. 1 For the; 4150 

V magnetron application using ‘aline type pulser the slope‘ 
“‘ of the pulser voltage curve at‘about 80% of full fvo‘ltag‘e‘j 

should not exceed the rateof rise of 110 kv. per micro? 
second." This value of voltage rate of rise here limitsjthey 

45 shortness of the ‘pulse to vbe produced,‘since a pulserwithf 
a single section network will produce the minimum'Jdura-f 

""tion pulse‘of about .3 microseconds, This ‘pulse’ width" 

50 

tion requires that allow powered pulse, well rounded, v_ 
' applied to the magnetron as a pre-operating'pulse; It the'lpu'r'pose of this'pulse to bring the magnetron to thej 

can be reduced slightly givinga pulse of .25 microseconds 
using a'mb'di?ed line type pulser in which an inductor‘. 
connected across the primary of the transformer servi'eis‘, 

‘ r, as a “tail, biteri,’ to cause the magnetron pulse, to‘ be teri; 
minated somewhat more ‘sharply than otherwise would be)‘: 
the case. However,‘ this'modi?cation indicates.) ‘that; 
approlirirriate'limit has been reached for shortpulse 
power modulators of‘ the ‘line type. I p I The pedestal voltage technique employed in this‘ inve 

threshold of operation with a wave'shapewhich aucws‘ 
,\ the electron cloud to become sorted into the 1r-rnode and 
to be producing RF p'oweiflatfabout 5% to 10% of the 
full power level. After the magnetron is passing current 
due-to the pre-opperating pulse, a short high powered pulse , 
is applied, to‘ carry the‘ magnetron voltage to the full power ' 

v leyelQ?Sinc‘e the magnetron is already ‘in the oscillating, 
m‘odeat‘the time of application of the high poweredlpulset 
thefrateyof rise‘ of magnetron current ‘and also v‘ofRF ‘curl-j; 

7 rent will ,be'li‘mited almost entirelyby/the‘rate of build T‘ 
70 

resonant c'a 
upf'of ‘the rotating electron cloud and by'the. Q‘ of the. 

vitiesf and of the output circuit of the magn 



g a 'periodof .15 microseconds. 

Hpedance, Z0. 

An object of this invention is the provision of an im 
proved pedestal modulator capable of producing an oscil 
lator to produce very short pulses of RF energy. 
A further object is the provision of a voltage pulse for, 

application to a magnetron within its prescribed rate of 
ri'se'yet having a duration’of .l microsecond orqless. 
A further object is the provision of a pedestal voltage 

technique whereby a well rounded low powered pre 
operating pulse is ‘applied to the magnetron,‘ upon which 
a short high powered pulse is applied to carry the magne 
tron voltage to full power level. , 1 

Other objects and many of the attendant advantages of 
this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
becomes better understood byreference to the following 
detailed description when considered in connection with 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a simpli?ed schematic of the pedestal modu-r 
lator; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic of the pedestal plus Darlington 
line pulser; ' 

Fig. 3 shows the pedestal modulator with exponential 
pulse transformer in a passive delay circuit; ' . 

Fig. 4 is a schematic of the series-generator pedestal 
modulator; and ‘ 

Fig. 5 shows therRF pulse envelope produced by the 
magnetron. _ 

‘Referring now to the drawings wherein like numbers 
designate like parts there is shown in Fig. 1‘ a simple cir 
cuit for the production of the short pulse on a pedestal. 
The pedestal is formed by discharging the single section 
network upon ?ring hydrogen thyratron 11._ This pro 
duces a magnetron current pulse approximately 1 micro 
second in duration and approximately a half sinusoid in 
shape. The magnetron current is carried ‘to approxi 
mately the 1.6 ampere level, at which valve there is 'a 
jump ‘in magnetron current, indicating a buildup of 
oscillations inthe 1r-mode. The trigger pulse. is also sent 
throughra delay .unit 12. _At a time approximately .6 

' microseconds after the triggering of thyratron 11, thyra 
tron 13 is triggered, allowing network 14' to discharge 
into magnetron 16, causing its current to increase to the. 
operating power level of approximately 30 amperes for 

Fig. 5 shows the RF pulse 
envelope produced by the .15 microsecond 30 ampere 
magnetron current pulse as viewed with a spectrum 
analyzer. ' 

v The pedestal modulator of Fig. 1 presents three serious 
drawbacks; viz, (1) two thyratrons 11 and 13 are re 
quired, (2) accurate trigger sequencing'is required and 
(3) the lower time limit of short pulse operation is es 
tablished by the pass band characteristics of the pulse 
transformer 15. The Darling'ton line (Glasoe and 
Lebacqz—Pulse Generators, Radiation Laboratory Se 
ries, vol. V, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1948, pp. 464-465) 
offers a technique which can'be’employed to overcome 
thesewdisadvantag'es. The Darlingtonhline', employs the 
characteristic that where a voltage wave traveling along , 

Via-914,734. , 
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., . . ., iii - . .. . mission line. Each section has the same two way time 

of travel of a voltage wave. 
The delay produced in the jDarlington line can be used 

to establish the time interval between the establishing of ' 
the pedestal and the short pulse. Consider the circuit of 
Fig. 2 using a 4 network Darlington line to produce a 
modulator pulse of .1 microsecond duration. Each in 
dividual networkjis a _4 section networkand during puls 

‘ ing combines to produce-a rectangular pulse. This ped 
estal modulator of ,Figalis designed to Pulsejthe '4J50 
magnetron for which the :rate 'of rise’ of pulser voltage 
must not ‘exceed 11,0'jkv._per microsecond.“ Theisingle 

. section network in Fig. 2,is chosen to produce a half 

15 
sine wave of voltage i'forv the magnetron while in the di~ 
ode current region. This 'voltage _wave will ‘be 

ep=Em sin wT 
. where Em represents the magnetron voltage at the thresh 
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old vof operation in theirs-mode, ‘and w vis the radian fre 
quency of. oscillation ‘of ‘the single section L-C network 
discharging energy into the, diode resistance of the mag; 
netron. For the 4J50, Em=16 kv. approximately, allow 
ing to to be chosen to meet the voltage rate of rise require 
ment offt'he magnetron. The rate of'r'iseof the pedestal 
voltage is ' > ’ a T ‘ 

I iie?aiEm (308 wt 

and must not exceed 110 kv. per microsecond of the 
threshold voltage, 16 kv. ‘Choosing as a ‘safe ‘value ‘the 
slope ‘at the 70% voltage level ‘we get 

den 

which, neglecting theidiode operation loadingtlgives as 
a realistic value of frequency for the L-C' network ‘of 
1.5 megacycles. of a period of .33 microseconds for the 
pedestal voltage'pulse. ' q 7 I . p 

The triggering of the hydrogen ‘thyratron 11 initiates the 
action of the single section network in producing a 16 
kv.v pedestal voltage which reaches its maximum value ‘at 
a time .17 microseconds after the ‘triggering of the thyra 
tron. ' During the formation of the- pedestal, the voltage 
wave produced by the ?ring of the thyratron travels‘down 
the Darlington line and is transformed up'fin voltage. 
By. the time the voltage wave reaches ‘the end' of the third ’ 
network in the Darlington line it‘ is delayed in timev by 

,7 three times the one way time of travel (or by ‘three halves 
the pulse duration) which for a .1 microsecond pulse is 

50 at a time..15 microsecondfafter the vtrig'geringfof ‘the 
thyratron 11. The short pulse produced in the Darling-f 
ton linerthus is delayedin time-to arrive at the peak of 

. the pedestal pulse and is coupled by the diode 18 to the 

55 

a transmission line meets a discontinuity, the boundary ‘ 
conditions at the discontinuity cause the magnitude, of' 
the wave traveling down the line to be changed as well 
"as to cause a voltage wave to be re?ected back toward 
the source. Transmissionrline theory gives the magni 
tude of the re?ected wave as » " 

Rp-‘z0 

where RL'is the load impedance and V is the voltage‘ 
traveling down the transmission line of characteristic im 

' Thervoltage wave of V volts reaching an 
open circuit‘ load will cause a voltage waveof 2V volts 
to'appear' at, the openlcircuit. Thisvoltage step up fea— 
ture'is employed in the 'Darlington line 17 used in con? 
junction with the voltage pedestal technique ‘shown in 
Fig. 2 as being composed‘of'4 sections of arti?cial trans 
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‘ suggested as a pulse transformer for short‘pulse's. 
theoretical discussion reference is _made to ,Shatz and q 

' magnetron to produce a 250ikw. pulse of .1 microsecond, 
duration; , _ ‘w - . . . 

It, should be‘ noted ' that v the . ?ring "of a. single thyratron 
' produces both pedestaland p‘owei'phlse and that the time 
sequencing isestablish‘edftotally by _passive'elements, i.e., 
in 'Fig. 2, thevDarlington’line. Note, also, that the short 
pulse is developed'without requiring a pulse transformer. 
The pedestal pulse, however, is coupled to the magnetron 
16 ‘through a pulse transformer, 19 to permitnth'elsin'gl'e 
section pedestal network to becha'rgedin parallel with 
the Darlington line but this transformer is requiredv to ' 
pass only 'a .33 microsecond half-sinusoid pulse at a 
ratherlowp'owerleveh. I 7 . _. _ 

‘The exponential-tapered _rr‘ansmission line . has - been 
For a 

Williams,‘ Exponential Pulse Transformer,‘ Proceedings 
.3 IRE, October 1950.. The ‘exponential.pulseQtransforrner 

21‘ in Fig. 3 produces short3exponentialpulses.by the 
.action of triggering; hydrogen thyratron gllwtol discharge 
energy stored asqelectric charge‘ on the distributed ca 
pacitamie in the 'transmissionline‘. With voltage step up 
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of the order of 6 to 7, quite short pulses of the order of 
fractions of tenths of microseconds can be produced. 
The trailing edge of the pulse however will be of ex 
ponential order and thus will not decay rapidly. The 
voltage pulse to the magnetron load is shaped with a 
passive R-L circuit 22 as in Fig. 3. The exponential 
pulse transformer 21, when applied in the passive delay 
circuit such as in Fig. 3, provides the voltage step up 
while the open transmissionyline section 20‘ establishes 
the pulse duration by applying a step decrease in volt 
age to the magnetron load and thus terminating the mag 
netron current pulse. The time of travel of the voltage 
wave through the exponential pulse transformer 21 is 
used to establish the delay necessary to place the short 
pulse on the pedestal. I 
The pedestal modulators just discussed were of the 

either-or type since the power to the magnetron load 
wastbeing received from either the pedestal or power, 
pulse circuit. This was particularly the case with the 
Pedestal-Darlington Pulser of Fig. 2 where the diode 18 
functioned to isolate the Darlington circuit from the 
pedestal circuit to prevent premature discharging of that 
circuit. Fig. 4 shows a simpli?ed schematic diagram for 
the series generator pedestal modulator. vThe modulator 
pulse is formed by means of two generator circuits in 
series, one (26) of which forms the pedestal, the other 
(27) the power pulse. The impedance of the pedestal 
generator is such that the pedestal ‘voltage to ground 
will remain essentially constant during the power pulse. 
This is accomplished by charging a capacitor 23 to pro 
duce the pedestal voltage. The power pulse is applied 
to the pedestal modulator by means of a coaxial cable 
24, the length of which is chosen to provide proper 
time relations between the pedestal and power pulses. 
During the pedestal operation, however, the cable pro 
vides a voltage drop in the pedestal voltage due to the 
?ow of magnetron diode current. 

After the pedestal pulse is formed, the power pulse 
is applied to the magnetron 16. The pulse is formed 
by ?ring thyratron 11 to form the pulse at the input to 
the delay cable. The length of the delay cable is chosen 
to cause the power pulse to arrive at the peak of the 
pedestal voltage. Here the action of a single thyratron 
produces a pedestal as well as a power pulse while the 
length of delay cable is‘ chosen to establish proper time 
sequencing to cause the power pulse to be applied at 
the peak of the pedestal pulse. For impedance match 
during the power pulse the characteristic impedance at 
the coaxial ‘delay cable must equal the resistance of the 
magnetron load. The pulse forming network must also 
have this same impedance. 

Obviously many modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as speci?cally described. 
What is claimed is: 
l. Energization means for obtaining a short pulse from 

an oscillator comprising an oscillator, pedestal pulse 
means for energizing saidoscillator at a low power level, 
power pulse means for supplying a sharp pulse for oper 
ating said oscillator at full power level, said pedestal 
pulse means and said power pulse means being acti 
vated by the same source, and delay and amplifying means 
for amplifying and superimposing said power pulse upon 
said pedestal pulse. 

2. Energization means as claim 1, said power pulse 
means comprising a Darlington circuit for amplifying 
the voltage level of said sharp pulse and delaying said 
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sharp pulse until said pedestal voltage has been e?ected. 70 

6 Y 
3. Energization means as in claim 1, said power pulse 

means comprising delay means connected to said source 
in parallel with said pedestal pulse means for delaying 
‘said sharp pulse until said pedestal voltage has been 
effected. 

4. Energization means for energizing a magnetron . 
within its prescribed rate of rise yet having a very short. 
duration, comprising pedestal circuit means responsive to 
a triggering pulse for applying a well-rounded low 
powered pre-operating pulse to the cathode of said mag 
netron to bring it into operation at 5% to 10% of its 
peak- power and pulse means for applying to said pre 
operating pulse a short high powered pulse to carry the 
magnetron voltage to full power level, said pulse means 
including a delay circuit connected with said pedestal 
circuit means and responsive to said triggering pulse, said 
delay circuit applying said short high powered pulse to 
said pre-operating pulse at the peak thereof, said delay 
circuit including a Darlington delay line for amplifying 
and delaying said high powered pulse a predetermined 
time from the start of said pedestal pulse. 

5. Energization means for energizing a magnetron 
within its prescribed rate of rise yet having a very short 
duration, comprising pedestal circuit means responsive 

‘to a triggering pulse for applying a well-rounded low 
powered pre-operating pulse to the cathode of said mag 
netron to bring it into operation at 5% to 10% of its 
peak power and pulse means for applying to said pre 

1 operating pulse a short high powered pulse to carry the 
magnetron‘voltage to full power level, said pulse means 
including a delay circuit connected with said pedestal 
circuit means and responsive to said triggering pulse, said 
delay circuit applying said short high powered pulse to 
said pre-operating pulse at the peak thereof, said delay 
circuit including a delay cable for doubling the applied 
voltage and delaying said high powered pulse a prede 
termined time from the start of said pedestal pulse. 

6. Energization means for obtaining a short pulse from 
an oscillator comprising an oscillator, curved pedestal 
pulse means for energizing said oscillator at a low power 
level, power pulse means for supplying a sharp pulse for 
operating said oscillator at full power level, said curved 
pedestal pulse means and said power pulse means being 
activated by the same source, and delay and amplifying 
means for amplifying and superimposing said power pulse 
upon said pedestal pulse, said power pulse means com 
prising an exponential pulse transformer and open trans 
mission line for amplifying the voltage level of said sharp 
pulse and delaying said sharp pulse until said pedestal 
voltage has been effected. . 

7. Energization means for obtaining a short pulse from 
an oscillator comprising an oscillator, curved pedestal 
pulse means for energizing said oscillator at a low‘ power 
level, power pulse means for supplying a sharp pulse 
for operating said oscillator at full power level, said curved 
pedestal pulse means and said power pulse means being 
activated by the same source, and delay and amplifying 
means for amplifying and superimposing said power pulse 
upon said pedestal pulse, wherein said pedestal pulse 
means and said power pulse means are serially connected 
between said source and said oscillator. 
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